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Make-Out Line Reviews May 2021

Danforth Dispatch proud
to say that all DUC cop
rubber ducks matter

7.5/10 - Is this a compliment? An insult? Just

Another school year has come and gone. For some of us, Graduation is imminent. The passing of time
really makes you reflect, and I personally have decided to reflect on the lovely people I’ve met during my
journey here at WashU. Without further ado, here are my definitive ratings of things people have said
to me while making out.
“You’re full of surprises- in a neutral way.”

an observation? This unironically catalysed a
major personality change for me, and I think I
needed it.
“I’m still in love with my ex.”

0/10 - They got back together three days later.

Page quack

Free & For Sale: Anal
beads, lightly used

“Do you care if you live or die?”
4.27/10 - Ominous, made me question my
mortality. I feel like they were only asking me
because they already knew exactly how I was
going to leave this world.
“I could push you down the stairs right now.”

Page $69

Eight Times The Cast of
Animal House Visited me
in My Dreams ScroogeStyle to Teach Me the
Power of Kama Sutra
Page 8

Op-Ed: I also fought King
Kong but I didn’t make a
whole big thing about it
Page *rolls eyes*

Op-Ed: General Grievous
Could Jack Off Six People
at Once, But He Doesn’t
Because His Heart is Full
of Hate

Page 6

Under new Arkansas
abortion ban, local Little
Rock Baby gets life without parole after absorbing
twin in the womb
Page fetus deletus

Op-Ed: I’m not joining
ROTC because I approve
of American imperialism;
I just want to kill people
Page 10

2.5/10 - Was not a fan of this one, but it did get
my heartrate up. So if it works, it works.

“You look like a startled animal.”

5/10 - Accurate statement, but I don’t think I
needed to hear it.

"I think I might be a sociopath."

1/10 - Boring. Entirely unoriginal. You and everyone else, bucko.

“You’re a bad omen.”

9/10 - Startling (and a little insulting) but true!
This person ended up a fifth year senior.

“I’m thinking about how Chuck-E-Cheese is
going bankrupt.”
11/10 - Compelling. Honest. I want to climb inside
their head and take a look around.
“You remind me of my sister.”

-100/10 - What the fuck.

Coffee Mugs are Oppressed
PSA: This article is not meant to take away from the ever-present
issue of male circumsision, it serves only to bring light to the
similar issue of coffee mug slogans excluding men.

Feminism has gone too far,
and nowhere is this trend more
obvious than in the hallowed
American institution of coffee
mug slogans. Think of all the
women you see drinking from
mugs bearing strong, individualistic, wholly gender-neutral
statements as, “Actually, I
can.” It is the height of ego to
address unnamed detractors
and boast of one’s abilities on
one's personal belongings, but

this ego displays strength of
character in its own way. Why
am I, as a man, not permitted
to show such complexity? Why
was I met with raised eyebrows
and a caustic “can you?” when
trying to engage in the innocent pastime of sipping out of
this same mug, acquired from
the very same Hobby Lobby
clearance section? The answer,
dear reader, is that we allow
women to adopt narcissistic
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personae in the name of empowerment, while castigating
men for doing the same.
Every morning, my female
coworker drinks tea from a
mug that says “Never underestimate a well-read woman.” Is
it too much to ask that I be allowed to enjoy the same simple
pleasure with a “well-read man”
mug without being branded
“Bill O’Chailly” or “Earlnest
Heminggrey”? Every evening,
my female wife drinks from a
mug that says “lean in.” I enjoyed Sheryl Sandberg’s take on
work-life balance as much as
anyone else, and my god-given
freedoms and unusually flexible hips mean that I can lean in
any direction I so choose. And
yet my wife denies me this mug,
like so much else, for the sake
of “decency” and “not setting
women back 50 years.”
I’ve lost so much because of
my cup crusade. I’ve stopped
talking to friends who insinuate that I somehow lose dignity
from drinking from a “Nevertheless, she persisted” mug
with the “s” in “she” scratched
off. Tensions have flared in
my own family after the same
teenage daughter who uses
an RBG mug called my lovingly hand-rendered Clarence
Thomas on my own drinking
receptacle “in poor taste in
every conceivable sense.”
However, I am willing
to bear these costs. After all,
women should not be the only
ones who feel empowered
when they swallow.
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Virgo: Look out! Love is in the air. Better catch it, lest you live life loveless and alone. If you can’t catch it, duck.
Libra: Watch out for sharks. And cars. And the unstoppable drumbeat of each passing second. Better yet, just
stay at home today.
Scorpio: Goat day! Memorize these facts to dazzle your peers: The lifespan of a goat is 15-18 years. Goats are
herbivores. A particular goat’s bleat will sound different than that of a goat in a different country.
Sagittarius: Eat well today! Eat, and look into the gluttony that has overtaken your soul and know that al
though you are of God's creation, you are no longer welcome in his kingdom.
Capricorn: Each time you close your eyes he gets closer. Don’t worry, he’s friendly… usually :)
Aquarius: Sex

Hustle

Bustle

Vibe

WUnderground is WashU’s
premier (only) satirical
newspaper and should be
taken about as seriously
as the round-earthers.
The news reported by this
paper is fictitious. Any
resemblance to persons
living, ailing or dead is
entirely intentional.

Pisces: At some point today, someone might ask you a question you can’t bear to answer. It’s about zoo opening
and closing times. This was a pun, the zoo closes at 5.

OVERLORDS

Aries: It’s over. She left me. God, I miss her so much. What did I do wrong? Or was it more that I was wrong
and she was so right. I remember that night we met and I knew I would never be good enough, why did I
let myself forget that? Anyways, Aries, your day will probably be fine.

Jon Niewjik
Overlord

Taurus: Beret. Moonshine. Quartz. Soil. Daylight. Dictionary. Liability. Accumulation. Ice. Recline. Shimmer.
Vent. Cardinal. Madeliatize. Smug. Meander. Bottle. Felt. Heartbeat. Marmalade. Remember these
words well. As if your life depends on it… it might.
Gemini: You’re doing great buddy. Don’t forget the affirmations. You’re gonna kill it today, Gary. Kill it, I tell ya.
Cancer: Lucky you, Cancer. You’re the sharpest tool in the shed. All Cancers are known for their outstanding
social deftness, intimidating good looks, and ability to gracefully reject all the milfs that are naturally
drawn to them. I, for one, wish I was a cancer. I’m definitely not though. ;)
Leo: Leos are known for their robotic nature. This one’s for you, Leo! 01100011 01101111 01101101 01100101
00100000 01100010 01100001 01100011 01101011 00100000 01101100 01101001 01110011 01100001
00101110 00100000 01001001 00100000 01101011 01101110 01101111 01110111 00100000 01111001 01101111
01110101 00100000 01110010 01100101 01100001 01100100 00100000 01110100 01101000 01100101
01110011 01100101 00101110 00100000.

OPINIONS
Point (man): Maybe
we shouldn’t film all
these illegal things
we are doing

Counter Point (man):
My life a movie

Hannah Anderson
Sub-lord
Lila Puziss
Sub-lord
Nicholas LaMorte
Sub-lord

UNDERLORDS
Abbey Rose
Carina Greenberg
Isabelle Roig
Jess King
Jonah Brody
Jonathan Cher
Josh Keller
Julia Birnbach
Kamy Chong
Lydia Nickels
Max Woods
Samson Seley
Will LeVan
Wyatt Pelton

LAYOUT TROLLS
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Eylul Horozoglu
Kirsten Holland
Sara Frankenthaler

UNPAID INTERNS

Oh Shit, Previously-5’11 Dude Realizes He’s
Grown an Inch
“One inch closer to the ceiling, one
mile closer to the Lord, and one
light year closer to losing my virginity,” said sophomore Jack Simons,
when asked to describe his new
existence. After standing back-toback with a known 6-footer yesterday in the Village stir-fry line,
Simons realized that he, too, had
attained that landmark altitude.
Simons noted that his posture has
markedly improved in the past 24

hours: “At 5’11, it was like, what
is even the point of standing up
straight? It’s not like it was gonna
get me anywhere. But now? I’m
straight up looking down at everyone.”
His roommate, Jonah Klein, was
somewhat bemused by the entire
situation. “This morning, he walks
up to me and is like ‘hey, dude. I’m
six feet,’ and I’m like no man, you
only have two. Shit’s wack, I don’t

know what’s up with him.”
Simons is living with newfound
gusto, taking joy in Certified Tall
Person activities such as sending
“man I’m too tall for this desk, it’s
killing my back” to the Intermediate Microeconomics Zoom chat,
hitting the top of door frames as he
passes through, and ordering a pair
of what he describes as “those grey
sweatpants that make your dick
look big.”

Brandon Jones
Benjamin Orlinick
Ellery Saluck
Rusty Dagon
Kevin Wang
Noah Gluck
Rida Qureshi
Sam Auditore
Margaret Dresselhuys
Anna Sheriff
If you would like to write,
edit, fund our money-laundering scheme, etc. email us at
wunderground@wustl.edu

A worried Klein speculated that
“maybe he won’t want to be friends
anymore. Like, I feel like he was
only my friend because me being 5’9 helped ease his inferiority
complex. But like now, what if his
gold chain is enough on its own to
satisfy that need, and I’m just dead
wood? Fuck, I don’t want my VEast
housing group to fall through.”
Simons was last seen pretending
to duck below an Exit sign when
he had at least an inch of clearance
space, and could have just stepped
to the right anyway.
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In New Ad Campaign, Official Funyuns™ Twitter Account
Pretends to be Kidnapped, Imprisoned Brendan Fraser
more Brendan Fraser

In a bold new ad campaign, the Funyuns™
twitter account is pretending to be operated
by a captured and coerced Brendan Fraser, the
Hollywood star best known for his roles in the
Mummy franchise.

Some have praised the way the Funyuns™ campaign appeals to young adults feeling trapped
in an economy that has failed them and tries
to convey genuine emotion to a rising market
of young people who are cynically resistant to
even the subtlest of marketing tactics.

The tweets have been met with massive success,
which seems to suggest this innovative style of
marketing is the future of corporate brands on
social media.

Coming in the wake of several other bizarre
Twitter marketing campaigns from brands attempting to appeal to the absurd, dark humor
of Millennials and Gen Z, these adverts have
garnered particular attention for the way they
break the fourth wall, and for their commitment to their comedic premise.

The tweets also clearly play on popular nostalgia for Fraser’s late ‘90s roles.

Brendan Fraser was not available for comment.

CGI Coordinator for The Mummy Finally Speaks Out
After 22 years of denying interviews to reporters, the special effects coordinator on
the set of The Mummy finally agreed to
give us an insight into the wonders of The
Mummy universe—and why he quit during
the shooting of the second movie.
“Brendan Fraser was a method actor, you
see,” special effects coordinator John Andrew Berton Jr. began his speech, which he
had apparently prepared the night before
and scribbled on the insides of his palms.
“Like he would beg the producers to use his
600 pet tarantulas in his mummy scenes
instead of editing them in. That’s messed
up man, like who the fuck does that kind of
fucking shit?”
Berton Jr. claims that his therapy expenses
between 1999, when the first movie was
shot, and 2001, when he had to quit on the
set of the second movie, caused him to lose
all his money, his wife, kids, and his fetish
for sexy archaeologists.
This isn’t the first accusation Fraser has
faced about his dark desires—in 2001, when
a video was leaked of him snorting mounds
of expired vitamin C in his trailer on the set
of The Mummy Returns, he responded to
the public outrage by saying “WHAT? I’M
THE MUMMY MAN, AND MUMMY MAN

NEEDS HIS JUICE,” before giving an impromptu speech about “the falling towers
of Mammon” which some later commentators have interpreted as a premonition of
9/11.
“Every morning I’d come to set thinking
I was gonna CGI some bats in a cave or
something, but then Brendan would jump
out of his trailer with a handful of live bats
in his arms,” said Berton Jr.
Witnesses on the set said that Fraser would
often try to method act as the Mummy,
on top of his own character, to “show his
range”: going into trances, claiming to be
possessed, and shouting prophecies to the
crew about the coming 2006 Britney Spears
downfall. On one instance, Fraser attempted to pull set members’ tongues out, but
in a “really slow, impotent way that didn’t
even qualify as a tug.”
“God, I can’t get rid of the burning image
of his dead fish eyes piercing through my
soul!” said Berton Jr. as he was escorted
out.
When asked to comment, Brendan Fraser
just emailed us a photo of himself wrapped
in toilet paper.
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Girl-illa warfare tactics you just
HAVE to try
Is there someone in your life who you desperately
want to get rid of? Someone you wish would just
disappear? Look no further: here are several girlilla warfare tactics I’ve learned throughout my life
that are sure to make that person never contact
you again.

Invite them to join your MLM
H- He- Hey, girly! It took everything in me to
say that. If you’re really looking to make sure this
person never contacts you again, the best way to
turn them away is by sliding in their Instagram
DMs with a script similar to the one below. Instant
unfollow guaranteed every time (and sometimes
even a block)!
Hey, boss babe! Looking to make some extra
cash ? Tired of working that 9 to 5 ? (Dolly
warned us!) Join my soul sisters and me to claim the
life you deserve. What’s holding you back? Come
make your own hours, pay off your bills , and
help sell some amazing products! You’ve heard of lip
plumpers, well PussyPlumper is the world’s first and
only pussy lip plumper! I totally think you’d be the
perfect fit. LMK ASAP when you’re interested and I
can get you set up! Can’t wait to have you join our
tribe. XOXO

💰
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Reference your Zodiac sign every 5
minutes

to be able to tell if our charts are compatible
before I agree to hang out with you in the
future. Because the planetary alignment right
now isn’t great for our friendship. OMG are
you walking away from me?? Such a Cancer
move. You’re being kind of unreasonable
right now, is that you or your Aries moon
talking? Remember that northern California
serial killer from the ‘60s and ‘70s?
You get the picture (or constellation, if you
will).

reasons you need a
tophat and monocle

10.

Found out what the upper-middle
class is and that you don’t actually
fall in it

9.

For the kids!

8.

Kappa Sig needs to be reminded
that they don’t have a top
hat and/or a monocle

7.

You’re going out on the town

6.

You’re about to finesse three
orphans out of their family fortune

5.

Urologist appt today

4.

It’s your first day of magic camp

Drop a backhanded compliment on
their Instagram posts
This is sure to send a message. Here are
some of my personal favorites, but ideally
you’ll tailor your comment to exploit the
recipient’s deepest insecurities.
- “I wish I had your confidence

💕”

- “I love how you just wear anything
- “You’re so brave!

💖

😩”

😍”

- “Love is love! ” (specifically on str8
couples’ pictures)
- “OMG bestie you NEED to model!!! I
just saw an Arby’s casting call you’d
be perfect for ”

😊

That’s such a Leo thing of me to tell you. We’re
friends on Co-Star already right? Like, I just need

TOP 10...

🤩

- “You look sooooo good I totally didn’t
recognize you until I saw the user
name”
If the post isn’t archived within the hour,
you haven’t done your job.

Go to nursing school
Listen, I can sit here and continue to
give you tips, but if you want to be the best,
you’ve got to learn from the best. Every year,
hundreds of thousands of former high school
mean girls flock to nursing schools across the
country, and you can join them! Study nursing AND learn how to gaslight, gatekeep,
and girlboss. Now that’s what I call a dualdegree program!
With that, I encourage you to get out
there and test out these tactics. Good luck,
bestie!

3.

It’s what’s in right now

2.

You just bought park place

1.

You are racist

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
WUnderSeniors, you’re graduating! WDYT?

JONATHAN CHER

KAMY CHONG

CARINA
GREENBERG

KIRSTEN HOLLAND JON NIEWIJK

LILA PUZISS

ELLERY SALUCK

“In” WUnderground

Mary Rose Revealed

Jellicle Cat

Body ody ody ody

Mixologist-inTraining at Toucan
Sam’s

Flatcake Earther

“There are
meetings?”

“Oh you’re in
WUnderground?
Yeah, I’m pretty
funny.”

“If I eated soap. I
“I'm ready for Hot
don’t eat it bc I did. Girl Summer.”
No I didn't ❤️”

Former Fed

“I could have stolen
so many more
“Is graduation
laptops at Whisthemed?”
pers than I did. I
deserve to be poor.”

“I told my mom I
wanted to go to
school near Big
Ben. I guess she
misheard because
she dropped me off
behind the AC.”

